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What are you looking
for in a state-of-theart out-of-network
claims and appeals
process?
Are you looking for predictive modeling with accurate data
that leads to better decisions and reimbursements?

Contego does that, enabling surgery center leaders to manage
proactively where to perform surgeries to optimize
reimbursements.
Do you seek highly effective management of increasingly
onerous patient financial responsibility conversations?
Contego also does that, eliminating awkward financial
discussions with patients so you can focus on providing care.
Do you want thorough execution of an advanced level claims
and appeals process?
Every day Contego focuses on executing one of the most
comprehensive claims and appeals processes in the industry.
Are you searching for rigorous legal protection and
compliance with federal and state regulations?
Contego mitigates risk for providers in the process through
our legal team’s command mastery of state and federal laws.
Predictive modeling. Patient financial responsibility.
Comprehensive claims and appeals. Legal mastery.
That’s not all…but it’s a good place to start. You want to grow
your reimbursements. It’s in the financial best interest of
insurers to limit your reimbursements and your options.
Contego works to open your options and optimize your
reimbursements.
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Do you want the
revenue benefits
provided by predictive
modeling but it
just seems too
complicated?
No doubt, analytics can be time consuming, challenging and
expensive. You have to obtain the right data. You have to be
able to interpret the data. You have to be able to synthesize
the data so you can apply it wisely to your surgery center to
optimize the results of your claims and appeals.
Applying the right analytics to your business doesn’t have to be
another complex, painstaking headache. Contego uses the
power of predictive modeling to advance surgery center
reimbursements by obtaining data that empowers insightful
decision-making before the surgical event. Contego provides
excellent insights on predictive data so you can provide
excellent patient care…and receive optimized reimbursements
for it.
You want the optimized reimbursements that come with
predictive modeling without the headaches and hassles of data
analytics. If we were in your shoes, that's what we'd want too.
So ,Contego obtains interpretive insights on behalf our clients,
so they are empowered with the best data for decision-making.
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Are you searching
for ways to reduce
the increasing
awkwardness of
patient payment
deliberations?
High deductible, high co-pay health care insurance plans have
changed the balance of the doctor-patient relationship. Now
providers have to engage patients in difficult to handle
discussions about their portion of payments for surgical
services. This discussion can get in the way of the kind
of doctor-patient relationships that both physicians and
patients want to have going into surgery.
Offload the awkward financial discussions and immediately
boost your patients’ health care experiences. Optimize that
experience and you optimize patient health and the
likelihood of great word of mouth promotion for your
services. Contego provides a highly effective deductible and
co-insurance management service so providers can focus on
patient care rather than patient out-of-pocket cost.
You want the higher quality of care and the optimized
reimbursements that offloading these challenged patient
financial discussions will provide. Contego offloads that
financial discussion for our surgeon's offices so they can focus
on providing care.
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Are you
pursuing better
reimbursements
through a rigorous
claims and appeals
process?
Not all health care claims and appeals processes are equally
effective. ERISA and PPACA provide strong and meticulous
regulatory frameworks for health care claims and appeals
processes. Highly effective claims and appeals processes
require years of effort and loads of legal expertise to develop.
It’s understandably difficult for most surgery centers to be
able provide first-class patient service and have time and
money left over to devote to developing a first-class claims
and appeals process.
Optimize your reimbursements by putting Contego’s rigorous
claims and appeals process to work for you. Contego has put
in the work, the time, and the legal expertise to develop one
of the most thorough processes in the industry. Contego
applies this process to surgery centers’ out-of-network
claims. Through this highly developed claims and appeals
process, our clients achieve not only optimized
reimbursements, but also peace of mind and leverage for
insurance contract renewals.
You want the optimized reimbursements that come through
a highly effective claims and appeals process. Contego has
mastered the claims and appeals process and delivers
optimized reimbursements to our clients.
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Are you pursuing better
reimbursements through
applying strong legal
processes when and
where they are needed?
Watching the shifting state and federal healthcare legal
landscape and applying consequent changes to processes
requires the experience and care of legal experts. Legal
experts also engage employers and plan administrators, when
needed, to pave the way to counteract unwarranted denials
and to develop successful appeals, thereby optimizing
providers’ reimbursements. However, not many surgery
centers can afford the level of legal expertise that can shift
the actions of insurers on claims and appeals.
With Contego, you don’t need your own legal department for
claims and appeals. When you work with Contego, you
already have an experienced legal team working on your
behalf to protect your interests, to engage with plan
administrators, and to optimize your reimbursements.
You want the optimized reimbursements and the advantages
that come through a pinpointed utilization of legal resources.
Contego makes sure our clients' legal interests are well
protected.
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Are you
pursuing better
reimbursements by
complying with federal
and state health care
regulations?
ERISA and PPACA provide the legal framework for all US
health care claims and appeals processes. Adherence to these
laws and to shifting state health care regulations requires fulltime effort by legal experts. Legal experts protect patient
claims from unwarranted denials by insurers, thereby
optimizing providers’ reimbursements. Not many surgery
centers can afford the legal expertise to leverage applicable
laws to change insurance company behavior.
With Contego, you don’t need your own legal department for
claims and appeals. When you work with Contego, you
already have a team working on your behalf to protect your
interests and to optimize your reimbursements. Contego has
developed the legal expertise to leverage resources that hold
insurance companies responsible for following claims and
appeals law.
You want the optimized reimbursements and the protections
that come through a pinpointed utilization of legal resources.
Contego deployes those pinpointed legal resources on our
clients' behalf.
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Are you searching for
better reimbursements by
helping your patients
understand how to use
their health care benefits?
It would easy to overlook the significant role that patients
have in the wise stewardship of their healthcare benefits. It
would also be a costly mistake. Most patients do not really
understand how their health care benefits work. Employers
and patients alike pay significantly into health care benefits
every month. When patients file claims and insurers deny or
underpay, most patients accept the verdict, not knowing
their rights and their options. In effect, patients pay for
benefits twice…once in the premium and often once again at
the point of service. Consequently, providers do not receive
reimbursements for services promised in their patients’ plan
benefits.

Patients don’t have to walk the circuitous claims and appeals
process alone, wondering what’s going to happen next.
Contego works with a strategic patient advocacy service that
helps each patient understand and use their health care
benefits effectively so providers will be reimbursed. Each
patient receives one-to-one attention throughout the course
of his or her claim and appeal as a complementary service.
You want the optimized reimbursements that come through
patients knowledgeably using the health care benefits
for which they’ve already been paying. So does Contego.
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Are you pursuing better
reimbursements by
staying on top of health
care law changes from a
variety of legal
perspectives?
No one can stay on top of all of the state and federal legal
shifts that affect health care claims and appeals alone. It
requires several legal minds paying a massive amount of
attention to a vast array of governmental and legal sources
over time to be in position to advance a rigorous and highly
effective health care claims and appeals process. Success
requires internal and external legal perspectives and
expertise.
Contego has obtained this legal expertise and relies on it
daily to drive successful claims and appeals for our clients.
This expertise mitigates legal and regulatory risk, so providers
know they are on solid ground with respect to state and
federal laws that govern the health care claims and appeals
process.
You want the optimized reimbursements that come through
the application of wide and deep legal expertise. Contego
provides that for our clients. Are you ready to begin a
conversation? Contact us through the information below.

Contego Solutions, LLC
131 Daniel Webster Hwy., Suite 605
Nashua, NH 03060
• 855.505.8346 x1245
• info@ContegoLLC.com
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